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 “The secret to happiness is freedom…and the secret to freedom is courage.” - Thucydides 

 

Dear Parents,  

The month of July was exciting as new lessons were imparted and children learnt 

various skills during the process of acquiring knowledge. The Science and 

Environment Days  saw very interesting activities, involving experiments on                 

”Magnets and air”. Poems and rhymes continued to be an important part of our 

routine. 

 

 
 

In August, we celebrate Independence Day, ID, Rakshabandhan and  our  Schools’ 

Birthday. Songs, craft work and story-telling will be an integral part of celebrating 

these festivities in school.  

 

The Value of the month is “I Belong to My School and My Country”. Keeping this 

in mind, Kamal Sir and Rajiv Sir would be teaching the students a few patriotic 



songs like ‘Bright and Beautiful’ and ‘Vande Mataram’.  Simultaneously, Renate 

ma’am and Rahul Sir will teach them to dance to the tunes of songs evoking the 

spirit of patriotism along with the dance routine of Modern Jazz. 

 

 

 

In the Art Class, students will learn how to draw and colour a kite ,frog  and a few 

of our national symbols like a hand print peacock and a birthday cake. In Craft, 

they will be taught to make a tank, and  a rakhi . 

 

EVS classes will include audio visual presentations on “Water Cycle”, properties of 

water and the exceedingly imperative need to conserve water.   

 

 As a part of the Water Awareness Campaign throughout July and August, children 

would be reciting poems, doing Show and Tell and would be involved in making a 

mural on the effect of pollutants on underwater life . 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Children will make ‘Monaco Biscuit’ as a part of Cooking without Fire activity.   

 

In keeping with the P.E.C-India guidelines, various games and P.E activities will 

continue to hone the agility, balance and co-ordination in our young students.  

 

 

Concept building will continue and following topics will be taught in various 

 subjects:  

 

 

 

 

 

English  

 

 Structure ‘is’ and ‘are’  

 Naming Words 

 Chapter – 4 ‘’The Greedy Dog” 

 One and Many 

 Creative Writing 

 Revision of old sight words and introduction of new sight words 

 



Hindi  

 

 

 

 Revision of matras covered so far   

 Introduction of ई and its  matra  

 Chapter - ई  in the text book and related exercises (Pg 33 to 44)  

  

Number Work  

 Addition –Vertical  

 Double digit addition 

 Number names 0-20 

 Revision of Tens  and Ones with bundling 

 Before, After and In between numbers till 50 

 Group number names 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Computer 

  

Revision of blends 

Number name games 

Introducing Tux Paint- making a picture on the Independence Day. 

 

 

Every day, the last 15 minutes of the school working day will be used to complete 

any pending work that the child may have. Those with no pending work will use this 

time for reading. 

 

 

 

 

To help our children keep abreast with the class and to be more responsible, it is 

imperative to teach them the importance of revisiting their notebooks and 

complete follow up work. Please go through their notebooks with them and help 

them complete the missed work and write corrections 

 

To make learning an enriching experience, we look forward to your support and co-

operation.  

 

Richa Sharma Agnihotri 

Principal  

 


